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e Senegalese Novel By Women
Intending to analyze the content (p. 18) of novels
by Senegalese female writers from a gender perspective
(p. 17), Susan Stringer states in her Introduction that she
wants to ascertain whether their writing presents common traits diﬀerentiating it from that by male contemporaries[1] and whether female novelists see themselves
as “illuminators of the female condition” (pp. 17-18). e
laer, according to her, is “the fundamental question to
be asked about women’s literature at this stage of development” (p. 17).

analyses, Stringer gives background on several relevant
questions: why francophone women started publishing
later than their male compatriots[3] and also about a
decade later than anglophone women writers; whether
their novels are mainly autobiographical; and whom they
hope to reach with their writing in view of the low literacy rate in their country.[4]
e ﬁrst writer to whom Stringer devotes a chapter
is Naﬁssatou Diallo.[5] She indicates that her works all
center on highly motivated, self-reliant female characters, and that the protagonists of her historical novels are
women portrayed “in their own right and not merely in
a relationship with a man” (p. 26). She concludes that in
Diallo’s writing “there is a conscious feminism apparent
in the choice of a [female] protagonist embodying speciﬁc virtues to be admired and perhaps imitated” (p. 46).

She proceeds by ﬁrst pointing out some cardinal similarities between Senegalese male and female writers:
both began by writing autobiographies, both reject art
for art’s sake and opt for social commitment, and they
share a basic theme, namely the clash between modernity
and tradition. She ﬁnds that they do diﬀer, however, because in novels by women “the cultural conﬂict is almost
always related to the female condition, even if other aspects of the problematic are also treated” (p. 144). Moreover, while in men’s writings women “generally play a
secondary role” (p. 144), “lack psychological depth…do
not emerge as individuals, but remain conﬁned and deﬁned by their role as mother, wife, or single woman”
(p. 150), in women’s writing they predominate. “Female
characters always play a primary role, even where the
main character is male, there is a case to be made for
a female being the dynamic force in the plot…the function of women is more signiﬁcant than that of men” (p.
144). Stringer concludes: “is common element exists
despite the diﬀering aitudes of women towards their
role as writers” (p. 144). Hence she considers that female
writers do constitute a separate group, even if she cannot
prove that they all see themselves as “illuminators of the
female condition.”

It is true that, as Jacques Chevrier has pointed out, Diallo is original in embodying the epic chant in women,[6]
but all Diallo’s “heroines are in part projections of hersel” (p. 47). I believe that this modest author would be
surprised to hear herself classiﬁed as a feminist; that she
wrote about what was close to her heart–the past, family, and justice; and that one could argue that her protagonists are women simply because they speak for her.
Women are, however, deﬁnitely a major concern
of the novelist whose writing Stringer analyzes next:
Mariama Ba.[7] She accurately presents Ba’s feminism
which extols female solidarity, monogamous marriage
based on mutual love and respect, the sanctity of family and the god of Islam, while at the same time ﬁghting
what she sees as the societal hypocrisy which, hiding behind tradition and religion, deprives women of dignity
and freedom. Ba is the one writer examined of whom
Stringer can incontrovertibly prove that she saw herself
as “an illuminator of the female condition.” “It is the duty
of African women not just to write, but to use writing

e book contains a fairly detailed study of the works
by Naﬁssatou Diallo, Mariama Ba, and Aminata Sow Fall,
and a rapid glance at the writings of seven other female Senegalese novelists.[2] Prior to beginning these
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as an arm [weapon] to destroy the age-old oppression of Diallo, Ba, and Sow Fall in that they too ”have chosen to
their sex,” Ba said (p. 50).[8]
center their writing on their own gender“ (p. 140).
To conclude, it is my opinion that Stringer is right to
Feminism becomes again harder to pinpoint in the
aach
great importance to the very fact that women in
following chapter devoted to Aminata Sow Fall.[9]
francophone
Africa have started publishing and to think
Stringer recognizes that Sow Fall “stresses in numerous
that
by
so
doing
they bring to the forefront issues which
interviews that she is not a feminist novelist” (p. 77), and
aﬀect
their
own
gender,
and which still badly need to be
then delineates the main themes treated by the novelist,
addressed
all
over
Africa.[11]
such as the cultural conﬂict between tradition and modHer approach is most fruitful when it comes to
ernization, the greed and hypocrisy which dominate urban life, the moral and spiritual superiority of the village, Mariama Ba, but overall it makes this thorough, welland the interdependence of all members of society. Yet, documented book valuable to anyone interested in
Stringer believes Sow Fall to be preeminently interested women’s issues and useful in a women’s studies program.
in the quality of women’s lives. She notes that “the op- To the best of my knowledge this is the only book depressed female character is common in Sow Fall’s nov- voted entirely to Senegalese female novelists, though the
els,” that women are portrayed as having “only duties, not individual authors examined here are the subject of many
rights,” and that Sow Fall shows polygamy in an unfavor- other studies.[12] Since Stringer does do exactly what she
able light (pp. 94-95, 97). She also ﬁnds that Sow Fall em- set out to do, it would be unfair to criticize her for isolatphasizes female characters: “although Sow Fall’s protag- ing women’s writing from the rest of the novelistic proonists are men, they are fundamentally weak and highly duction of Senegal, or for paying but lile aention to
dependent on women” (p. 90); “parallel to…central male the artistic merit of the novels analyzed.
ﬁgures, there is in each novel a female character who,
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[3]. e ﬁrst modern francophone book of creative
A brief analysis of the writing by seven other Seneprose,
Camara Laye’s L’Enfant noir, an autobiography,
galese women novelists follows.[10] Stringer sees a “rewas
published
in 1953; the ﬁrst by a woman, Naﬁssatou
markable commonality of themes” in the way in which
Diallo’s
De
Tilene
au Plateau, also an autobiography, in
they all “bear witness to a society in turbulent tran1975.
sition,” and “striking similarities” between the seven:
[4]. irty-three percent is the overall literacy rate
“all…[with one exception] give special aention to the
in
1995
as given by the 1998 World Almanac and Book of
lives of women A brief analysis of the writing by seven
Facts.
Exact
recent data and breakdowns are not availother Senegalese women novelists follows.[10] Stringer
able,
but
it
is
known that women’s literacy rates are consees a ”remarkable commonality of themes“ in the way
siderably
lower
than men’s. e Statesman’s Yearbook,
in which they all ”bear witness to a society in turbulent
ed.
Barry
Turner,
New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998
transition,“ and ”striking similarities“ between the seven:
indicates
that
among
university students only about 17
”all…[with one exception] give special aention to the
percent
are
female:
3136
out of a total of 14,833.
lives of women.“ Men ”are oen less developed characters“ (pp. 115, 123, 128). She infers that the works by
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